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Abstract
To ensure and strengthen the development of high-tech R&D and its industrial applications in the long-term perspective, information and communication technologies (ICT) cooperation tools with national and international institutions, network associations and firms are of great importance. To solve this problem, a joint systematic and coordinated work to develop institutions that can provide crucial support to innovation process is crucial. For these purposes, higher educational institutions (HEI) innovation activities information and communication support and technological development analysis are critically important. The purpose of this study is to analyze the existing ICT toolkit, which is used to manage R&D and various industrial applications, and to develop a conceptual framework for the implementation of these tools for the participation of universities in innovation networks. To answer this question, authors begin by taking a closer look at the new role of universities in the development of knowledge generation in a global environment, as well as problems and tendencies under conditions of postindustrial society. The new role of universities in knowledge generation in the global environment development, and problems and tendencies under the conditions of postindustrial society were outlined. Modern ICT components, which are necessary for universities to participate in the innovation networks, were analyzed. Some cases of foreign experience in the scientific and innovation networks of current prototypes of Industry 4.0 development were discussed, and the possibilities of its adaptation to national innovation system formation conditions in Ukraine were identified. By theoretical and empirical examining, the authors propose more complete understanding of modern ICT components, which are necessary for universities to participate in innovation networks. Cases of foreign experience in the scientific and innovation networks of current prototypes of Industry 4.0 development were investigated. Moreover, the evidence from this study suggests a variety of factors related to the possibilities to adapt ICT tools to national innovation system formation in Ukraine.
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INTRODUCTION
Innovations, based on high-tech applications, lead to the creation of new market segments and radical change in existing business models. In turn, the development of high-tech requires research in the framework of international multilateral and bilateral cooperation, including research and education institutions that in the future will determine fundamentally new opportunities for development.

Numerous studies show that higher educational institutions (HEI) can achieve technologically significant academic research results, but at the same time be much less successful in transmitting these results. Cole (2010) estimates that a significant part of the leading industries in the US, perhaps over 80%, originate from discoveries made at American universities.
In order to ensure and strengthen the development of high-tech R&D and its industrial applications in the long-term perspective, ICT cooperation tools with national and international institutions, network associations and firms are of great importance. To solve this problem, a joint systematic and coordinated work to develop institutions that can provide crucial support to innovation process is crucial. For these purposes, HEI innovation activities information and communication support and technological development analysis are critically important.

1. THEORETICAL BASIS

For the purpose of long-term economic growth, new variables, which determine economic growth, need to be understood. In the last decade, several publications have addressed the question and point out ICT as an important source of economic growth and productivity on the supply side. Review of empirical studies, based on panel data, have found that ICT have a positive and significant effect on the growth of developed countries (Hariani, 2017).

Similar ideas can be found in analytical studies of leading international organizations.

For many developing countries, adjusting the innovation resources of digital economy and its potential impact on development prospects is daunting challenge. According to WTO, the impact of the lack of digital and technological capabilities are cementing and widening the technology divide (WTO, 2017).

The combination of three main information and communication technologies of Industry 4.0 (data, internet of things, online sharing platforms) are the cornerstone of the digital revolution, which is already transforming economies and societies by changing the ways people interact, how business functions and innovates and how the government designs and implements policies (OECD, 2017).

According to UNCTAD (2018) technological progress can facilitate institutional changes. Experts of UNCTAD consider advances in ICTs as a facilitation factor of global value chains (GVCs) emergence and global networks formation.

Pradhan, Mallik, and Bagchi (2018), probe the extent of broadband and internet applications. These two innovations have had a remarkable impact on communication and interaction on the conduct of decision-makers in business and administration (two key drivers of economic prosperity). Jorgenson and Vu (2016) provide empirical evidence of ICT and its economic impact and highlight policy issues that are deemed important for a country to seize the ICT revolution for promoting economic growth.

UCTAD experts (2018) note that the emerging digital economy is built on digital infrastructure, comprising three closely interrelated components:

1) communication networks;
2) software packages and related capabilities;
3) data platforms.

Over the past two decades, countries have been steadily building their digital communications network around institutions, skills and practices of internet as the principal tool for information flow management.

When describing ICT impact for promoting economic growth in the mentioned publication, relatively small attention for some innovation policy issues is given. So, to make a review of these aspects, especially the innovation networks, can be useful for our study.

Innovation networks reflect current innovation trends of collaborative and open innovations. Freeman (1991) has pointed out that “the problem is not simply to get a lot of information, there is often information overload. The problem of innovation process is to elaborate and to convert information from different sources into useful knowledge about projecting, production and sale of new products and processes”.

Todaro (2011) has found that human capital is considered as a very important factor of technological
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change, so improving the ability of a human to innovate can be one ICT policy target. ICT technologies generate on average substantially larger knowledge spillovers than those generated by other technology areas (Draca, Martin, & Sanchis-Guarner, 2018).

The key function of innovation networks operators’ interaction is to disseminate any information in different forms and methods of its activity or service provision. ICT is the tool of such activities or services provision.

Deloitte experts (Deloitte, 2015) focus their attention on four points: vertical networks, horizontal integration, engineering at all value chain stages (surplus value chain) and all processes fastening implementation of company processes through technology. In this situation, the universities and their role as sources on innovations can be discussed.

Figure 1 and Table 1 are composed based on Times Higher Education Rankings and illustrate data university-corporate partnerships. The fact of inclusion of the indicators of universities-industry collaborations to the Times Higher Education Ranking methodology illustrates the value of this collaborations for universities development.

In these conditions, it is important to emphasize that the role of ICT can be investigated within the interactive model of the innovation processes. Its central conclusion deals with the fact that close synergetic links between various parts in the R&D system organization, between R&D systems and other production systems, between organization and other private and state institutions are required for successful innovations.

The so-called triple helix, referring to cooperation between institutions of higher education, business and government bodies, has been in focus since the late 1990’s. In particular, developments in Sweden in this area have gained significant attention, which might be a consequence of early attempts to create a national structure for a national innovation system.

Klofsten et al. (1999) observed that in the Swedish city of Linköping, high-tech spin-off from the university to business was crucial for Linköping to emerge as one of Europe’s fastest growing regions in terms of technological development.

The triple helix approach has been refined by, among others, Ranga and Etzkowitz (2013), whereby the actual processes of knowledge transfer have been placed in the foreground.

Cooperation between academia and business in Sweden is further strengthened by the so-called teacher exemption, by which it is referred to Sweden unique law according to which university employees have the intellectual property rights to inventions they have made as employees (Law,
1949, p. 354), which has opened up for the fast dissemination of research. This process has been supported by various types of active “match-making” between universities and business, where the universities have initiated cooperation, as shown by Berggren (2011) in a case study of Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg.

In the last decade, many studies have been carried out on both formal networks (such as contract agreements on cooperation in R&D) and informal networks (e.g., occasional exchange of information between different researchers and/or firms). One may distinguish the following questions and concepts, which are often observed in the literature.

While examining of innovation networks in the previous studies (Prokopenko, Kudrina, & Omelyanenko, 2018), the role of ICT in universities’ innovation activities was analyzed.

Brahimi, Sarirete, and Khalifa (2018) note that universities have moved from a traditional approach, focusing on education, to a next generation of universities, focusing on education and research, and recently to a third generation, focusing on learning, innovation and entrepreneurship. Within the context of third generation universities, there is a continuous call to support innovation in education and how to deal with the challenge of contemporary engineering design problems.

According to the Association of Universities of Applied Sciences (2018), ICT can help to get more out of efforts in research, for example, by targeting the sharing of research results and networking of researchers. ICT within the innovation networks allow for combining research capacity and areas of attention for effectiveness of educational innovations and ensure research results are translated into and connected to education in practice. The authors point out the learning ability to acquire and share knowledge not only inside as traditional learning theories, but also outside using technology through communications.

So the role of ICT in the context of functional spheres in the university activity, which have to function within the network, i.e. with purpose to receive synergy, can be studied.

Particularly, Benneworth (2009) distinguishes four directions in university activities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>University partner</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Corporate partner</th>
<th>Corporate partner country</th>
<th>Total number of coauthored papers</th>
<th>Percentage of corporate partner’s total output</th>
<th>Percentage of university partner’s total output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Norwegian University of Science and Technology</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>SINTEF</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1,711</td>
<td>48.86</td>
<td>9.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China University of Petroleum</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>China National Petroleum</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sungkyunkwan University</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eindhoven University of Technology</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Philips Research</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pohang University of Science and Technology</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>China University of Petroleum</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>China National Offshore Oil Corporation</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>China University of Petroleum</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Sinopec</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>18.36</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hanyang University</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Most prolific university-corporate partnerships

“Engaged Research” includes research projects regarding active participation in the country’s (or region’s) activities, in the construction of a knowledge society, and also researches carried out by order of non-commercial organizations;

“Knowledge Sharing” – collective use of knowledge comprises consulting, knowledge transfer through consultations for students, publicly funded projects to exchange knowledge, support of public dialogue and work with mass media;

“Services” presupposes accessibility of university services, expert service provision, work for the sake of society;

“Teaching” as one of the activity spheres deals with public lectures, seminars, advanced training, and also continuing education and life-long education.

The central question then becomes: how ICT effect on all of these university activities and what directions for the task of ICT strategy development can be observed. Given this evidence, an examination of the factors that impact upon HEIs ICT strategy seems to be warranted.

Laredo (2007) analogically distinguishes eight parameters of university’s “third mission”. Together with university’s participation in society’s cultural, public and political life, focus is on knowledge transfer through intellectual property objects, patent activity, creation of entrepreneurial structures, agreements with industrial enterprises and human resources, where knowledge is transferred to graduate students. The evidence from these studies suggests a variety of factors related to ICT applications.

In the context of technology transfer skills training, the authors propose to study ICT that will help to implement innovation communications of universities. So, in the framework of development strategies, the main aspects of digitization can be determined.

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to analyze the existing ICT toolkit, which is used to manage R&D and industrial applications, and to develop a conceptual framework for the implementation of these tools for the participation of universities in innovation networks.

In order to achieve the research goals, such research objectives were outlined:

1) constant increase of the role and amount of information necessary for R&D and industrial applications development; and

2) improvement of technology for information accumulation and dissemination.

The main idea of this study is based on the understanding that new technologies can be considered as one of the most promising technological direction capable of creating the necessary conditions for the development of the next generation of consumer technologies with cloud technologies (e.g., PaaS model) and collaborative software (created to support interaction between people working together to solve some common problems), and applications for devices.

So the range of the digitalization of innovation networks and technology transfer problems in the context of Industry 4.0 formation is aimed at
the integrated development of universities’ ICT based innovation ecosystem, their synchronization with other innovation infrastructure objects, cooperation development with high-tech business, applied research implementation and intellectual activity results commercialization.

It was underlined that the ongoing fourth industrial revolution encourages everyone to adapt faster and therefore a situation when success is achieved by those companies that work closely with universities and startup centers and introduce modern technologies in production is clearly visible.

In order to solve the tasks for the research, both classical scientific methods (analysis and synthesis, logical generalization, analogies, comparative analytics) and specific methods of the economy of high-tech and innovative management are used.

The following methods are used to determine the objectives of ICT in innovation communications within the universities:

- adapted decision-making methods based on optimization of performance indicators (which are used to investigate the innovation role of universities);
- methods based on the analysis of schemes for the strategic development of innovation systems and intersectoral high-tech complexes (which are used to develop the main points of ICT application for universities’ strategy);
- methods of searching for innovative ways for development and methods of integrated economic analysis of development policy (are used to develop the innovation partnership strategies of HEIs).

The fundamental principles of strategical management of institutional dynamics within the framework of development strategies require constant research, as currently the situation in the innovation sphere is constantly changing. This requires focus on identifying pressing problems and determining the prospects of how ICT can help under conditions of technological changes.

2. RESULTS

It is very clear from given observations that nowadays innovation networks are actively involved in modern business processes, proposing effective ways for complex projects realization. Number of multiservice networks, which propose functions of high accessibility, security, service and management quality control, is growing. The business sphere and governments have many tasks related to network infrastructure and ICT introduction, because digital transformation lead to either some problems (loss of development resources) or some opportunities (formation of synergy). That is why government offices at the national, state or local level facing citizens’ growing expectations have to provide complex and extended services.

Digitalization and ICT propose new platforms and applications for interactions, sorted and integrated processes, and informational technologies for various analytics. Besides, international R&D cooperation, which has become more effective thanks to modern communication media, has decisive value in solving complex problems, internal and international security, etc. Therefore, innovation communication, collaborative tools and cloud services form new abilities to coordinate efforts and to prevent future problems.

One of the most striking features of this problem is that under such conditions, while realizing new tasks, the education (especially higher education) sector has to achieve great progress in digitization and leading ICT sphere to compensate for lost positions.

In this context, one can confirm that individual decisions in the ICT sphere, modern network infrastructure and cloud decisions will play main role in universities development. ICT is a key to re-engineering and the rationalization of education processes. In this case, it will have fundamental importance for future efforts regarding higher education system modernization, especially technology transfer tasks (including social ones). Thus, digital transformation of the higher education system is most essential – and, really, it is advisable to cope with future challenges and to keep competitiveness in the globalization and Industry 4.0.

The role of networks is essentially growing, be-
cause future education will cut distance between employer and employee, and therefore the educational service market will increase its flexibility and degree of self-stabilization.

As a result, ICT in the innovation and educational networks will participate in such aspects:

- large corporations will be able to “order” definite professions and competences, including those within the framework of project approach (education via real R&D projects) without government mediation;
- organizations, which demand collective intellect and team formation, can enter the educational market and propose specialized courses;
- carriers of new interactive educational technologies will be able to be united into professional associations and to form “university associations” with their standards and teaching methods. In the course of time, these structures may provide competition to traditional universities, maybe even drive them from educational service market after 25-30 years;
- in order to realize the model of future education, a developed high technological infrastructure is required, operatively renewable bases will be formed on the ground of BigData technologies;
- in the course of time, stock exchange of cooperative and individual study education abilities, platforms-shops of the educational content are appearing;
- mass assessment tests to define general education level will gradually become irrelevant. They will be replaced by Internet systems of evaluation and certification, enabling to receive external confirmed evaluation about certain competences and skills.

In modern conditions, HEIs have new peculiarity, i.e. inclusion to the regional development tasks. In a number of countries, universities’ responsibility for social development is designated. It is so called universities’ “third mission”, besides science and education, – responsibility for cooperation with local associations for development.

The role of ICT should be analyzed from the point of innovation communications. In Ukraine, the following problems prevent from transfer to the innovation model of development:

- companies and enterprises are not enough informed about new technologies and possibilities to access to them with the help of innovation infrastructure elements;
- mechanisms to stimulate companies and enterprises to develop technological cooperation and to use innovations are underdeveloped;
- scientific potential is weakly involved into economy owing to absence of the technologies transfer networks and platforms;
- innovation infrastructure is fragmentary and is not digitized, relations between organizations of innovation infrastructure are underdeveloped (exchange of experience, methodology, best practice);
- systematic mechanism of innovation infrastructure services financial support for company and scientific organizations is underdeveloped. The best practice (native and international) of support and innovation infrastructure development is weakly used.

In order to solve these problems, it is necessary to develop infrastructure of innovation development support, one element of which is ICT technologies transfer infrastructure.

Against this background, the central question that motivates this paper is that the technologies transfer assistance in the context of “third mission” includes not only services, directly related to transfer and commercialization of production technologies in a strict sense, but also social technologies and related services (education, intellectual property protection, marketing research, etc.).

Besides the solving of main task – to assist technological cooperation between organizations of scientific and educational sphere, companies and
enterprises, it will allow to carry out concrete actions regarding realization of the innovation development policy.

There are many terms, which mean different types of organization network interaction in the innovation activity. More general interpretation in the modern literature (Titov, 2009) states that innovation network consists of innovation, providing, financing and commercialization subsystems.

IT solutions play a key role in the work of innovation and providing subsystems.

Generally, innovation subsystem includes organizations, carrying out innovation activity on development and production of innovation and intellectual products (with optimal use of their resources).

Providing the subsystem unites the objects, which directly do not take part in creation and production of innovations, but play a significant role to provide this process, this subsystem consists of 3 parts:

1) scientific and technical provision – organizations, which function at the market of technologies, informational resources and service;

2) provision of the innovation network production system with raw materials resources;

3) provision of the internal communication between all agents of the innovation network, creation and service support of data collection vehicle.

3. DISCUSSION

Identified innovation network tasks and its ICT component, which is responsible for communications, include:

- to assist scientific organizations, companies and enterprises of the region to find technological collaboration partners, to set contacts, to hold negotiations, to conclude agreements;
- to reveal technological needs and investigations in scientific organizations, enterprises and companies of the region, to help to form technological requests and proposals;
- to form databases;
- to help scientific organizations, companies and enterprises of the region to prepare technological investigations to selling, to prepare commercialization projects;
- to carry out marketing researches of technological market;
- to train and to give expert support for the innovation process participants (representatives from scientific organizations, companies of small and medium-sized business, industrial enterprises, innovation centers, administrations) in the sphere of methods to use modern tools for technologies transfer, and issues regarding intellectual property and innovation business dealing methods;
- to develop workforce capacity for innovation activity. Involvement of students and post-graduates, studying on technical specialties, to work in the technologies transfer sphere;
- to give consulting and expert support for users of the technologies transfer regional system.

Based on the research of Gordenko (2011), the following types of innovation networks related to universities, which makes possible selection an appropriate ICT component, can be analyzed (Table 2).

An important step on digitization is to find technological decisions to realize above tendencies while forming educational programs, to change over to the new model of scientific and educational process and to support the whole lifecycle of scientific and educational production. In the near future, those HEIs will be competitive, which will be able to use ideas, included to the conception Industry 4.0, to individualize course of graduates’ training in the format of life-long learning.

Implementation of modern ICT to control educational process is directly related to change over to project and process model of HEI governing. In order to answer the question of wider ICT capacity, let’s
Table 2. Types of innovation networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation network in the R&amp;D sphere</td>
<td>Research groups, cooperating to carry out complex research projects (focus is on new knowledge generation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technologies transfer network</td>
<td>Stable partnership links between scientific and production teams, providing fast commercialization of the research results (focus is on new knowledge commercialization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational service network</td>
<td>Promotion of innovation education programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special competences transfer network (education network)</td>
<td>Actively interacting expert society, the aim of which is to expand competencies regarding key questions of science owing to synergy effect (focus is on new knowledge generation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services network</td>
<td>Scientific, educational and industrial organizations – partners, united by the only one goal (focus is on the support service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific and innovation networks</td>
<td>Scientific, educational and industrial organizations – partners, united by the only one goal (focus is on innovation cycle management)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert and consulting support networks</td>
<td>Scientific, educational and industrial organizations – partners, united by the only one goal (focus is on the expert or consulting support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal network of university governing</td>
<td>Internal cooperation orient on business-processes coordination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take a closer look at information and technological support of the customer-oriented approach to form educational programs and to create smart environment at HEI that can be realized based on such tools:

- animation use, based on Flash technology, mobile applications and media services investigation;
- educational engineering and global network technologies;
- knowledge management and LMS (learning management system);
- intelligent DSS;
- business intelligence;
- managing changes in business re-engineering;
- CRM systems;
- cognitive analysis and modeling of situations in the weakly structured objects and spaces management.

New education and innovation models are based not only on some tools. The main idea is to be able to build new business models, based on specialized technologies. Empirical analysis of some cases can produce a more complete understanding of HEI ICT-based strategies.

Firstly let’s describe the practice of ESB Business School at Reutlingen University (ESB Business School at Reutlingen University, 2018) in Germany, which has to face with the same difficulties in the curriculum formation as in technological processes organization.

Future Master Degree graduates work on projects in the specially constructed ESB Learning Factory, which combines physical infrastructure for production with cloud tools of digital projecting, twice a week during 4 months. They learn how to treat with big data, digital processes, new business models and new principles of cooperation between departments. That is why, in this case, it can useful to try to create ESB Learning Factory, oriented toward future needs, which will let students to receive practical skills in using of up-to-date technology in the context of Industry 4.0.

Second example is National Engineering School of Metz (France), included to Lorraine-INP, collegium of 11 technical schools of University of Lorraine. ENIM started the program Factory Futures, international co-project, based on implementation of cloud technologies to manage production life cycle (PLM), in order to teach students from the whole world to work at “factory futures” (Factory Futures, 2018).

Teaching model at technical schools in France and abroad does not presuppose to include to the curriculum a lesson on our youth training to realize technical projects in the global context. The obligatory condition for ENIM students is mobility. Over 120 agreements with institutes in different parts of the world have been already signed.
The project Global Factory, started in 2012 together with program Factory Futures, started in September 2016, gives an opportunity to students to carry out technical project with participation of 17 universities-partners, working with hundreds of students and professors in 10 countries. An additional aim was experience exchange to master digital 3D-decisions in the PLM sphere with HEIs-partners.

Next example is Festo (Festo, 2018), where students are taught on special training equipment. Particularly, learning factory has successfully functioned in Germany at new plant Festo. It is maximum convergence of scientific investigations, innovation training equipment and real production. All ideas, successfully tested at this factory, are quickly introduced into the real production. Besides, Festo developed special training equipment – CP labs or cyber physical laboratories. In fact, they are mini-plants, built due to the modern principles. They are module and are easily adapted to changes. Modules communicate with each other by network protocols, data are held in the cloud, system ERP is connected to this production.

The teaching programs are arranged in such a way that participants will be able not only for example to draw a scheme on the table or to write a program on computer, but also to see how this program works under industrial conditions. When trainings are finished, where pneumatic and hydro schemes are reviewed, participants set up schemes of diverse complexity. Moreover, they can find defects and learn how to extract them. Today this skill is very popular. When talking about trainings for programmers, they not only write programs for controllers, operator panels, SCADA systems, but also set and check their work on real equipment.

Let us distinguish Indian experience, production share of which was 16% of GDP according to data of World Bank in 2014. That same year, Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi launched the initiative “Make in India” in order to involve foreign investors and to turn India into global production center.

That is why technical specialists were required who possess skills in several disciplines at once in order successfully to compete at the global level, and another approach to study is necessary for it. This approach was practically realized at Technological University KLE. Here students are taught how to work with technologies, showing the factory of future, including big data, clouds, analytics, integrated systems, robotics industry and automatization, but there is no complex approach to their teaching.

Factory Futures is an environment for team work, where many processes may flow at once in different physical places, and probably intercultural problems appearing. It is important to create such education environment, which renders the situation in production that students may feel ties with future working place.

That is why education schedule at KLE Tech is composed with focus on practical study. Social innovations are taught for the first-year students. Future investigators’ thinking is set for social needs. Many technical disciplines also are taught in order to stimulate extended production thinking. In future, interdisciplinary approach to realize lifecycle of production at university’s learning factory with area 557 sq. meters is suggested for students.

Students work in the interdisciplinary groups to which future machine builders and engineers-electrical technicians get in order to make them to imagine how different working groups with joint efforts achieve common aim. In order to teach these skills, teaching staff of KLE Tech had to expand knowledge beyond main specialization.

Problems in the current training system were defined together with representatives of production sector. Although students have to work in interdisciplinary groups, at first, it is necessary to test it, lecturers gained proper experience before lessons.

Great attention should be paid to global leaders who actively introduce new approaches and compete with traditional educational institutions.

Intel realizes its strategy in three directions:

- IT go forward to organize educational process: digital content with materials on lessons, tasks, electronic libraries, videoconferences systems are created;
• IT are used as tools for research and scientific work. The example is development of high productive calculations, which are widely implemented in the research;

• IT are introduced into the sphere of humanities education and sciences, help to create, spread and modify digital content (marketing, PR).

Microsoft has opened 11 centers of innovations in eight cities on the basis of HEIs. They are structures, the main goal of which is cooperation between higher school, industry and state organizations in the sphere of research, technologies and software development. Besides, in our country, the program Microsoft IT Academy is progressing, which is oriented to train IT specialists. Its participants receive study guides, e-learning courses, necessary software and consulting support.

Epson attracts them to cooperate with educational institutions in different directions, starting from projector and screen installation and finishing with introduction of IT system complex project.

Let us point out innovation architecture of digital networks Cisco Digital Network Architecture (Cisco DNA), which is used in agricultural industry as a native decision, which is able to form new bases of education.

Cisco DNA is an open architecture for modern digital enterprise. It combines both current decisions of Cisco and technologies, which have not been used earlier in the corporative segment (e.g., SDN and NFV). Cisco DNA determines and describes recommended interaction for all products and decisions, used within the framework of architecture with the help of software interfaces API.

Besides, Cisco DNA unites those decisions into logical blocks, which close tasks of modern digital enterprise: simplification and automatization of IT processes, fastening of innovations introduction, receiving of complex analytics about the network, applications and users, reducing of cost risks and finally an effective and automatized interaction with main business. Let us mention that this decision has great potential in the educational environment.

From these facts, one may conclude that necessity to realize the ICT support for innovation networks development and universities operation in it is caused by problems of interaction between modern university and society, particularly by low level of cooperation between HEI and social sphere through technologies transfer system.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of some studiers and some successful cases confirms the idea that some practical aspects of partnership relations society-university are not enough developed. The evidence from these cases suggests a variety of factors and ways related to HEI in innovation networks operation. The arguments given above prove that it is caused by the following factors: weak orientation of HEI to territory development task; absence of interaction experience with labor market, involvement of staff members customer and business to form personnel order, to produce professional standards, and criteria to assess quality of students’ training; weak connection of admission structure to HEI with perspectives of regional labor markets development; high degree of disintegration of science, education and business, as a result of which scientific investigations and personnel training are not connected with the economic realities and regional development needs.

All of this points to the fact that modern successful university is not simply as “incubator” to train professional staff members, but as a constant production locality, reproduction and transmitting of knowledge into different regional associations. Thus, our thesis is that there are a number of HEI activity areas, which can be based on ICT, including:

• creation of educational programs, based on the one scientific and educational and innovation process using interdisciplinary problem- and project-oriented educational technologies;
• organizational structure and project methods of university governing, which are adequate to new
tasks, are developed;

• financing resources of university and effective system of fundraising are diversified;

• number of agreements on cooperation and scientific and educational service is increased;

• infrastructure of cooperation between university and external environment, which includes region-
al, national and international levels, is developed.

• In conclusion, suggestion is made as to how to maintain network activities of universities. In these
conditions, such ICT tools can be implemented within the universities participation in innovation
networks:

• digital competencies centers and stimulation of applied research and development within the edu-
cation process and E2B cooperation;

• high-speed and reliable data transmission networks for educational and analytical purposes;

• pilot digital factories to popularize the digitalization process across the entire spectrum of HEI
specialties;

• raising awareness in the business environment of new opportunities and the need for cooperation
with HEIs;

• new types of network technology transfer tools based on the smart production with its combination
with education (“R&D + EdTech” model);

• specialized sectoral communication platforms with business.

Clearly, some of propositions that we have offered are not entirely unique, but our study enhances ac-
ademic understanding of the ICT capacity for HEI within the global innovation networked economy
development.
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